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In FIFA Ultimate Team Mode, your UEFA Champions League squads will be able to showcase the
HyperMotion technology by bringing in real-life HyperMotion football players (such as Ronaldo,
Falcao and Ibrahimovic) on your team sheet. In the full game, the HyperMotion technology unlocks a
number of new physics-based, physics-based, dynamic and interactive gameplay additions,
including: 1. Pauseless momentum 2. Acceleration control 3. Explosive Shot 4. The ability to perform
leap-over tackles 5. Player responsiveness and organic animations 6. Challenging new goalkeeper AI
7. New animations for Precision Passing 8. Atmospheres 9. Enhanced ball physics 10. Deep shooting
animations 11. Crouch animations 12. Goal animations 13. Pace and impact 14. Increased cover
pressures 15. Hype and pressure system 16. New crowd and pitch sounds and visual effects 17. New
turf textures 18. Battle for the ball 19. Improved offside system 20. Aerial duels Additionally, the new
face of the franchise, Alex Hunter, is voiced by South African actor, Anandamide. The following reallife footballers were used as reference data for the HyperMotion technology in FIFA 22. This is the
same data used to animate and simulate their gameplay in the game. Luis Suarez (Barcelona FC)
Eric Abidal (Barcelona FC) Thierry Henry (Arsenal FC) Philipp Lahm (Germany) Sergio Ramos (Real
Madrid CF) Giorgio Chiellini (Juventus FC) Pelé (Brazil) José Mourinho (Chelsea FC) Carlos Tevez
(Manchester City FC) Diego Maradona (Argentina) Didier Drogba (Chelsea FC) Cristiano Ronaldo
(Real Madrid CF) Zlatan Ibrahimovic (Manchester United FC) Hakan Saku (Galatasaray SC) Arda
Turan (Atletico Madrid CF) Kurt Zouma (Stoke City FC) Martin Caceres (Watford
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New ‘stories’ - Let your imagination run wild as you delve into new experiences as you create
your own unique story. Your choices will influence the outcomes and if you get it wrong…
well, your story will be over.
Digital Dynasty – Here’s what they said about Digital Dynasty in FIFA 19: “Football is a game
of great depth, pace and variety, and Digital Dynasty lets you fully immerse yourself in all
aspects of the beautiful game.” "It really gives you a great depth of understanding of where
your squad is at… and in the future, you have the opportunity to scout your rivals. “ “… it’s a
game changer for FUT: it completely breaks the model and really does so much more than
just building your Ultimate Team.” “It adds a whole new level of tactical complexity and
depth. Digital Dynasty brings new dynamics to the game and gives you strategic flexibility
going into every game. It really adds a whole new way to think about Ultimate Team.” “…the
squad building and network elements of FIFA Ultimate Team is something fans have been
asking for and [they’ll get] a masterclass in how to manage it. It’s one of the strongest
technical updates in the whole [of FIFA series].”
Experience the move to 4K – Whether you own the full version of FIFA or play on your mobile
device, FIFA 22 is the best representation of the beautiful game, which has a breathtakingly
lifelike experience thanks to the new and improved player models and animations. From
dynamic water surfaces to real-time atmospheric weather effects; FIFA 22 also features
stadiums that are more detailed than ever before, and player faces that look even more
finely detailed than ever before!
New dynamic weather effects – The weather has always been a key component of football.
Not only do they deliver a realistic physical feeling to the match, but also don't miss your
strategy meetings. Add today’s weather to your tactics and you might just have a change to
win.
New ball physics – FIFA is no stranger to introducing a radical new ball to the pitch. FIFA 18
saw fans have the ultimate celebration as physics-driven side on and side off the footy were
unleashed. FIFA 22 keeps going, with new passes, tricks, skills, balls, and more!
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